
Please share a summary highlighting your biggest, most memorable 
deals that you were involved in/completed in 2020 and how those 
deals came to fruition in the midst of the Coronavirus pandemic.

Sierra Nevada Corporation – 343,614 RSF. The Sierra Nevada 
Corporation has occupied a number of facilities in and around 
Centennial Airport, always seeking to reduce overall occupancy 
costs while continuing to grow and provide their employees 
and customers with the best possible real estate solutions. 
This mission was achieved last year with a major consolidation 
of facilities into a two-building campus located in Meridian 
International Business Park. Douglas County commissioner 
Lora Thomas and Shea Properties Executive Vice President Peter 
Culshaw were key contributors to facilitating this impactful 
relocation into Douglas County.   

Pfizer, Inc. - 151,384 RSF. Pfizer, Inc. engaged Cushman & 
Wakefield (C&W) to negotiate an expansion and extension of 
Array Biopharma campus in central Boulder. C&W was proud to 
assist this great company achieve its objectives so they could 
focus on saving lives.

Advanced Energy Industries, Inc. – 115,627 RSF. AEI engaged 
C&W in 2018 to perform a comprehensive evaluation of its global 
real estate portfolio and assist in developing a centralized, 
managed approach to real estate. One result of this process 
was the company electing to relocate their headquarters to 
downtown Denver (a deal completed in 2019) which then 
provided expansion capacity for R&D and laboratory functions 
in Ft. Collins. This led to a long-term extension of two buildings 
in Ft. Collins and a major renovation of those facilities.  

Additional major occupier clients in 2020 included Boeing, 
AT&T, Merrick, Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck, LLP, Vail 
Resorts and VF Corp.

Major agency clients included Continuum Partners, Patrinely 
Group, Invesco, Travelers, KBS, Lincoln Property Company, 
Macy’s and Urban Villages.  

Describe the overall performance/state of your submarket for 2020. 

To nobody’s surprise, the office market in Denver, like just 
about everywhere else, saw dramatic increases in sublease 
offerings and vacancy rates. Some due to actual reductions 
in workforce, some due to financial drivers and some simply 
because the future became so unclear, so suddenly. Of the 
office transactions that did happen, very few took the long 
view but rather executed short-term extensions. A limited 
few occupiers took this opportunity to reposition, modernize 
their workplace and ensure that when we leave the restriction 
phase, and enter the widely available vaccination phase, of this 
pandemic, they are the employer best positioned to provide 
their people a safe, engaging and clean environment in which 
to work.  Uncertainty around workplace strategy is the key 
driver, not declining office worker jobs.  In fact, in-migration 
and new hiring for those who will likely return to an office 
setting continued to increase in the Denver marketplace and is 
likely to increase sharply in a less restrictive, post vaccination 
deployment environment.    

What are your predictions for your submarket for 2021?

2020 will forever be remembered as the year of the lost. Every 
aspect of people’s daily life, worldwide, was impacted by a 
global pandemic, global civic unrest, unprecedented fraud, 
unprecedented reliance on media for credible information or 
lack thereof, sharp increases in crime, cyber insecurity and 
heated political conflicts.  While this all seemed overwhelming, 
it may very well be the catalyst to incredible opportunity for 
advancement in the world’s approach to health and wellness, 
cyber security, the re-distribution of talent and wealth from 
concentrated, highly populated coastal markets to many 
interior and even rural markets. 

We expect to see many businesses adopting much more 
effective environmental, social and corporate governance 
(ESG) programs that will ultimately benefit the communities 
in which those businesses operate. These practices, together 
with expected workplace design and functionality changes, 
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are likely to produce initial contraction in the amount of real 
estate being used by businesses which, in Denver, will be more 
than offset by new requirements for businesses relocating 
from congested, expensive coastal and urban markets. 

Ultimately, as is human nature, most businesses engaging 
in significant changes to their workplace strategy as a result 
of the pandemic, will discover that they may have pushed 
a bit too far and will begin to return to footprints and 
functions somewhere between the pre-COVID approach and 
the immediate post-COVID reaction. However, Colorado will 
remain an attractive place for a range of businesses to hire 
great talent and create compelling places for that talent to 
perform. The future of our great state is bright, it’s young, 
energetic and it will continue to be a center of excellence for 
many.  

What is going to be the biggest commercial real estate story for the 
Denver area in 2021?

Awesome retail! While I’m an office broker and don’t know 
anything about retail, I’m a believer in people and fun and 

being together. From the ashes of the pandemic retail plunge 
will emerge massive demand for great new restaurants, 
experiential retail focused on product demo and customer 
service to support robust online sales and exposure. People 
will be excited to walk and talk and window shop and touch 
new stuff. Hopefully, for my team, they do all that on their 
lunch hour because they are back at work in some office space 
they leased with us. 

Looking back, what would you pick as your 2020 theme song?

“Rooster” by Alice In Chains. Rooster was the nickname 
for guitarist Jerry Cantrell’s father who was psychologically 
impacted by his experiences in Vietnam. Cantrell recalls a 
common theme of his father believing that forces were coming 
to kill the Rooster from every direction. But the Rooster fought 
back. Check it out Roosters!  

What’s your least favorite term or phrase from 2020? 

Zoom __________!
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